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My understanding of the law is not good, so I apologise if I've misunderstood 
any part of the latest amendment to the Criminal Justice and Licensing Bill. 
 
My main concern about this amendment is in its definition of an adult 
entertainment venue. Purportedly intended to cover places of public adult 
entertainment, the definition actually appears designed to throw its net far 
wider. All that would be required is a business element, a degree of nudity 
and an audience of one.  
  
The most obvious group to suffer would be prostitutes. I understand 
prostitutes are allowed to work alone from their own premises. This 
amendment would demand that they hold an adult entertainment licence, 
which they certainly would not apply for (given the cost, the public nature of 
the application process and the chances of being refused). Therefore the 
adult entertainment venue definition would turn every indoor prostitute into a 
criminal. The client could also be criminalised if he/she arranged for a 
prostitute to visit. The criminalisation of prostitution may have been intentional 
but I do not believe it's a desirable outcome. 
  
There are other situations which the definition could cover inappropriately. 
Private adult events/parties where the business element is simply to cover 
costs rather than make money; does the term "used as a business" exclude 
such financial arrangements? Would a photographic studio require a licence if 
if there was nude modelling taking place? I believe the definition should be 
tightened. 
  
My other concern is that the amendment is overly hostile to what is relatively 
tame adult entertainment. The public entertainment licence already permits 
adequate control of the entertainment being provided. Setting in place a 
presumably more expensive hurdle is unfair and panders to intolerant 
attitudes.  
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